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SINGER® PROJECTS 

Egg Garland Decor:  Tips & Hints 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Decorate your home for spring with an Egg Garland!  Customize by mixing and 

matching colors.  It’s also a great way to use leftover fabrics!  Read on for tips on 

creating the eggs shown.  Eggs are strung onto an extra-wide double-fold bias strip.  

The Egg Pattern Template is on the last page, which can be sized as desired.   
 

Each Egg Consists of:   

 Egg Front - embellished, then fusible batting applied to back side of finished front 

 Egg Back - plain fabric with firm fusible interfacing applied to back side fabric  

 Ribbon - 3” (7.5cm) long for each egg made, for hanging egg from bias tape 

PROJECT SKILL LEVEL:      
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Basic Egg Construction: 

After creating an egg front (see following pages), prepare the egg back by applying the 

fusible interfacing and cut the egg shape using the pattern template.  Insert a small 

ribbon loop at the top before stitching the egg front and egg back pieces together.  

Stitch with a ¼” seam allowance, leaving about 2” (5cm) opening for turning right side 

out.  Make small clips in the seam allowance so that when turned, the curved edges 

will be smooth.  Press, then hand-sew the opening closed with a hand sewing needle.  

Topstitch the long edge of the bias strip.  Arrange eggs as desired and slide them onto 

to bias tape for hanging! 

 

Egg Front #1:  This egg features decorative stitching using a twin 
needle.  Most sewing machines have an auxiliary spool pin which is 
used to hold a second thread spool.  Stitch width is reduced to 
accommodate the twin needle’s overall width, as well as to prevent 
needles from coming in contact with the sides of the presser foot. 
 

Supplies Needed for Egg: 

 SINGER® or INSPIRA™ 4.0mm Twin Needle, size 14/90 

 Two spools of thread for decorative stitching 

 All-purpose thread for bobbin  

 Two coordinating fabric colors for egg front 

 Solid fabric for egg back 

 Lightweight tear-away stabilizer (to support decorative stitching) 

 Removable fabric marking pen or pencil and ruler 

 Open Toe Foot 

 3” (7.5mm) piece of 3/8” (10mm) ribbon 

 Fusible batting (for back side of egg front) 

 Firm fusible interfacing (applied to back side of egg back fabric) 
 

Tips for Making the Egg Front: 

Mark fabric with stitch guidelines using a removable fabric marker.  

Attach the Open Toe Foot.  Thread the bobbin with all-purpose thread.  Thread the top of the 

machine by placing one thread spool on the main spool pin and one on an auxiliary spool pin.  

Bring threads together through the thread path, but thread each of the twin needles manually.  

Select a zigzag stitch, but before sewing, reduce stitch width – important so the needles clear 
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the sides of the presser foot.  (Note:  For computerized machines with a twin needle button, 

activate it so stitch width is reduced automatically.  For mechanical machines, reduce width 

manually.  Test first by slowly turning handwheel to make sure needles clear sides of foot – if 

they don’t, continue reducing width until they do.)  Place tear-away stabilizer underneath 

fabric.  Stitch rows.  When stitching is finished, remove any excess stabilizer. 

Remove the drawn lines with a damp cloth.  Insert single needle.  Thread the top of the 

machine with all-purpose thread.  With right sides together, sew fabric strips to the top and 

bottom of the embellished piece, then press.  Apply fusible batting to back side of egg front.  

Cut out egg front using Egg Pattern Template.  Follow Basic Egg Construction guidelines (see 

top of page 2) to finish the egg. 

 

 

Egg #2:  This egg features decorative stitching over 3 strands of 

cord, creating a textured appearance on the fabric surface. 
 

Supplies Needed for Egg: 

 Solid color fabric for egg front 

 Thread for decorative stitching 

 All-purpose thread for bobbin  

 Light cord or yarn for grooves of Cording Foot 

 Solid fabric for egg back 

 Tear-away stabilizer to support decorative stitching 

 Cording Foot 

 3” (7.5mm) piece of 3/8” (10mm) ribbon 

 Removable fabric marking pen or pencil  

 Fusible batting (for back side of egg front) 

 Firm fusible interfacing (applied to back side of egg back fabric)  
 

Tips for Making the Egg Front: 

Use a removable fabric marking pen or pencil to draw stitching guidelines 

on the egg front fabric.  Thread the bobbin with all-purpose thread.  

Attach the Cording Foot, then place three strands of cord into the grooves 

of the foot.  Thread the top of the machine with decorative thread for 

stitching over rows of cord.  Make sure the stitch covers the three cords.  

(Stitch shown in photo is the Domino Stitch.)   
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It’s a good idea to practice your stitch and colors on scrap fabric first.  The 

stitch width should be set to 7mm so it is wide enough to reach over the 

entire width of the cords.  You may want to increase or decrease stitch 

length as well, depending on the look you like when you try your stitches.   
 

After all stitching is finished, remove any markings left by the fabric 

marking pen or pencil using a damp cloth.  Press.  Apply fusible batting to 

back side of egg front.  Cut out egg front using Egg Pattern Template.  Follow Basic Egg 

Construction guidelines (see top of page 2) to finish the egg. 
 

More information on the Cording Foot is available on the SINGER® YouTube channel, at:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amzAPWHSM1c 

 

 

Egg #3:  This egg features simple felt flowers, along with button 
centers attached using the Button Sewing Foot. 
 

Supplies Needed for Egg: 

 Solid color fabric for egg front 

 All-purpose thread  

 Felt for flower cut outs 

 Buttons for flower center 

 Button Sewing Foot 

 Solid fabric for egg back 

 3” (7.5mm) piece of 3/8” (10mm) ribbon 

 Fabric glue or temporary fabric spray adhesive 

 Fusible batting (for back side of egg front) 

 Firm fusible interfacing (for back side of egg back fabric) 
 

Tips for Making the Egg Front: 

Apply fusible batting to back side of egg front fabric.  From the felt, 

cut flower shapes and arrange on front side of fabric.  Use fabric glue 

or temporary fabric spray adhesive to hold the flowers in place as you 

prepare to sew on each button.  Attach the Button Sewing Foot.  

Thread the top of the machine and bobbin with all-purpose thread.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amzAPWHSM1c
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Disengage the feed teeth, which will keep the fabric stationary as you stitch on the buttons.  

(Note: For machines with the Drop Feed feature, move the Drop Feed Lever to lower the feed 

teeth.  For machines without Drop Feed, use the Darning Plate to cover feed teeth.)   
 

Place button over center of flower.  Select the zigzag stitch.  Adjust stitch width so it is the 

same size as the distance between the holes of the button.  Test by slowly turning the 

handwheel toward you to check that the left and right movement of the needle clears the 

holes.  Adjust width as needed.  Sew 8-10 stitches, then use a hand sewing needle to bring 

threads to the back side and tie to secure.  (Note:  Some electronic machines have a button 

sewing stitch to sew the button and tie off automatically – check your machine manual.) 
 

Apply fusible batting to back side of egg front.  Cut out egg front using Egg Pattern Template.  

Follow Basic Egg Construction guidelines (see top of page 2) to finish the egg. 

More information on using the Button Sewing Foot is available on the SINGER® YouTube 

channel, at:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OG8dD7Ga39Q 

 

 

Egg #4:  This egg features jumbo ric-rac as embellishment for a 

big impact!  You could also use wide ribbon or other trim instead of 

ricrac, or several more rows of smaller ricrac. 
 

Supplies Needed for Egg: 

 Solid color fabric for egg front 

 All-purpose thread  

 Jumbo ricrac 

 Open Toe Foot 

 Solid fabric for egg back 

 3” (7.5mm) piece of 3/8” (10mm) ribbon 

 Temporary fabric spray adhesive 

 Fusible batting (for back side of egg front) 

 Firm fusible interfacing (for back side of egg back fabric) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OG8dD7Ga39Q
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Tips for Making the Egg Front: 

Apply fusible batting to back side of egg front fabric.  Use the 

temporary fabric spray adhesive to set the ricrac into position on 

the egg front.   

Thread the top of the machine and the bobbin with all-purpose 

thread.  Attach the Open Toe Foot, which will provide maximum 

visibility of the stitch area as you sew. 

Set the machine for straight stitch.  Sew around the edges of the 

ricrac to secure it in place on the main fabric. 

Cut out egg front using Egg Pattern Template.  Follow Basic Egg 

Construction guidelines (see top of page 2) to finish the egg. 
 

More information on using the Open Toe Foot is available on the SINGER® YouTube channel, 

at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Vyuzpc-mhA 

 

 

Egg #5:  This egg features decorative stitching.  The rows are 
placed close together, creating a unique border effect. 
 

Supplies Needed for Egg: 

 Solid color fabric for egg front 

 All-purpose thread  

 30wt. cotton thread for decorative stitching 

 Open Toe Foot 

 Fabric strip for center section of egg 

 1” (25mm) ribbon length to sew decorative stitching 

 Narrow ribbon for added embellishment 

 Monofilament nylon thread for attaching narrow ribbons 

 Temporary fabric spray adhesive 

 Solid fabric for egg back 

 3” (7.5mm) piece of 3/8” (10mm) ribbon 

 Fusible batting (for back side of egg front) 

 Firm fusible interfacing (for back side of egg back fabric) 
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Tips for Making the Egg Front: 

Apply the fusible batting to the back side of the egg front fabric.  Fold 

under the edges of the center fabric strip (shown as green in photo), 

then press.  Lay the 1” (25mm) ribbon on the center of the fabric strip, 

then pin both to the egg front fabric.  

Thread the bobbin with all-purpose thread and the top of the machine 

with 30wt. cotton.  Attach the Open Toe Foot.  Sew two rows of 

decorative stitching to secure the ribbon and fabric strip to the main 

egg front fabric.  Press. 

Remove the 30wt. cotton and thread the top of the machine with 

monofilament thread.  Set the machine for zigzag and stitch the 

narrow ribbons onto the main fabric. 

Cut out egg front using Egg Pattern Template.  Follow Basic Egg 

Construction guidelines (see top of page 2) to finish the egg. 

 

More information on using the Open Toe Foot is available on the 

SINGER® YouTube channel, at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Vyuzpc-mhA 

 

 

Egg #6:  This egg features simple quilt piecing, creating a “checkerboard” pattern with two 
fabric colors.   
 

Supplies Needed for Egg: 

 Two solid fabric colors for egg front 

 Solid fabric for egg back 

 All-purpose thread  

 Quarter-Inch Foot 

 3” (7.5mm) piece of 3/8” (10mm) ribbon 

 Fusible batting (for back side of egg front) 

 Firm fusible interfacing (for back side of egg back fabric 

 Rotary cutter, mat and ruler 
 

Tips for Making the Egg Front: 

Using a rotary cutter, mat and ruler, cut 1½” strips from both 

colors of fabric.  The strip length, as well as the number of 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Vyuzpc-mhA
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strips needed will depend on the size of egg you plan to make.   

Thread the top of the machine and bobbin with all-purpose thread.  

Attach a Quarter-Inch Foot* to make it easy for guiding the fabric 

strips and sewing accurate ¼” seams.  Sew the fabric strips together, 

alternating colors.  Press seams open.  At this point, you should have 

a fabric piece that looks like alternating stripes. 

Use the rotary cutter, mat and ruler to cut 1½” strips, cutting at a 90 

degree angle from the sewn seams.  Pin and sew one strip at a time, 

alternating the colors.  Once again, stitch with a ¼” seam allowance.  

When all strips are joined, you should have a “checkerboard” looking 

piece of fabric.  Press. 

Apply the fusible batting to the back side of the pieced egg front fabric.  

Cut out egg front using Egg Pattern Template.  Follow Basic Egg 

Construction guidelines (see top of page 2) to finish the egg. 
 

*The Quarter-Inch Foot may be available in different styles, but the function of each style is 

the same the right side of the foot helps you guide the fabric for perfect quarter-inch seams.   

More information on using a Quarter-Inch Foot is available on the SINGER® YouTube 

channel, at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VwCDpyNkmwo 

 

 

Egg #7:  This egg is a print fabric with no embellishments added.  
 

Supplies Needed for Egg: 

 Fabric for egg front 

 Fabric for egg back 

 All-purpose thread 

 3” (7.5mm) piece of 3/8” (10mm) ribbon 

 Fusible batting (for back side of egg front) 

 Firm fusible interfacing (for back side of egg back fabric 

Tips for Making the Egg Front: 

Thread the top of the machine and bobbin with all-purpose thread.  

Apply the fusible batting to the back side of the egg front fabric.  Cut 

out egg front using Egg Pattern Template.  Follow Basic Egg 

Construction guidelines (see top of page 2) to finish the egg. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VwCDpyNkmwo
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Egg Pattern Template  

Note:  Add a ¼” (7mm) seam allowance around the outside edge of this pattern template.   

Sew the Egg Front and Egg Back together using a ¼” (7mm) seam allowance. 

 


